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4th Grade Math Worksheets: Measurement
Measurement worksheets. Our grade 4 measurement worksheets help to familiarize students with the customary
and metric units for measuring length, weight, capacity and temperature.Worksheets also provide practice
converting measurements between different units of the same system (e.g. inches to feet); however, conversion
between different systems is not covered until grade 5.

Grade 4 Measurement Worksheet: Convert lengths (inches ...
Math Worksheets > Grade 4 > Measurement > Convert between yards, feet and inches. Measurement
worksheets: converting lengths (yards, feet and inches) Below are six versions of our grade 4 math worksheet
on converting the customary units of length: yards, feet and inches. These worksheets are pdf files.. Similar:
Convert between whole miles, feet and yards

4th grade Measurement and Equivalence Worksheets ...
4th grade Measurement and Equivalence Worksheets. ... Convert feet to yards, inches to feet and back again. ...
Lemonade Stand Math #4. Help your child use division and measurement skills to run a lemonade stand. Kids
will find out how many gallons, quarts, and cups of lemonade they sold.

Convert Measurements Fourth 4th Grade Math Standards
Convert measurements within a single system that are common in daily life (e.g., hours and minutes, inches and
feet, centimeters and meters, quarts and gallons, liters and milliliters). (SPI 0406.4.8) Links verified on
11/22/2011. Conversion Table - two columns of conversion rates; US to metric and metric to US

4th Grade Measurement Worksheets & Free Printables ...
Fourth Grade Measurement Worksheets and Printables. Take fourth graders on miles of learning adventures
with this comprehensive collection of measurement worksheets. Every inch, ounce, and second of this diverse
concept is covered for a variety of skill levels.

Free Printable Math Worksheets for Grade 4
This is a comprehensive collection of free printable math worksheets for fourth grade, organized by topics such
as addition, subtraction, mental math, place value, multiplication, division, long division, factors, measurement,
fractions, and decimals. They are randomly generated, printable from your browser, and include the answer key.

U.S. Customary Unit Conversion Worksheets
Customary unit conversion worksheets contain convert between measures of length, weight and capacity. In
each type, 3 worksheets included for better practice. All types carry the same difficulty level. Download U.S.
Customary Unit Conversion Chart to learn conversion between customary units. Download the Complete Set

(973 KB)

Free grade 4 measuring worksheets
In grade 4, students have the necessary multiplication skills to do conversions between most of the common
measuring units. Some students can also practice the more challenging conversions using decimals with metric
units, such as changing 1.3 km into 1,300 m.

